Firewall Security-as-a-Service
The capacity to stop viruses, ransomware, malware, and more before they enter your network,
with all-in-one, comprehensive network protection. ITS is partnering with SonicWall to offer a
bundled, managed, firewall solution: Firewall Security-as-a-Service provides you with the same
level of network security that NASA demands and protects your network from a wide range of
emerging threats.
Block Threats Before They
Enter Your Network
Entry points into your network may
now include employee and
student laptops, desktops and
smartphones. Secure your
network and data against sophisticated, modern-day threats with
comprehensive protection that
includes intrusion prevention,
gateway anti-virus, anti-spyware,
content/url filtering, and anti-spam
services.

Get An All-In-One Solution
Combine the features of traditional
firewalls, gateway anti-malware
products, intrusion prevention
systems and content filtering
software in a single solution. All of
these security technologies are
installed, configured, deployed
and managed as one unit.
Detailed event data is available
through one reporting system so it
is easier to identify threats early
and take appropriate measures.

Eliminate Bottlenecks
The amount of traffic being
scanned by your firewall, as well
as the increasing amount of
threats and malware attacking it,
is quickly becoming more than
many firewalls can handle.

Comprehensive Security and
Service at a Manageable Price
•ITS manages your up/down
status
•ITS performs updates
•ITS configures and maintains
offsite configuration backups
•Content Filter setup/service also
available through ITS
•Block viruses, malware and
ransomware before they reach
your network*
•Control access to websites
•Meet CIPA regulations
•No upfront investment
•Predictable expense model

Keep Your Network Productive
Your network performance can be
bogged down by spam,
unauthorized web activity and
social networking traffic that
competes with educational sites
and connections. Ensure your
staff and learners have the bandwidth they need with content and
application control tools.

Contact:

Advantages of a managed
security service:
• Outsource your network
security to an experienced
security provider
•Firewall expertly configured
by SonicWall-certified
engineers
•Turn-key solution delivered
to your network closet
•Proactive monitoring and
alerting
•Updating of firmware,
software, and security
updates
•Automated weekly network
and security reports
•Report analysis by
SonicWall-certified
engineers
•Off-site SonicWall
configuration backup
•Upgrade appliance as
future enrollments,
bandwidth and device
quantity/types dictate
change

Managed Firewalls may be
eligible for Category 2
erate; check with USAC for
more information.

*security features perform best when combined with SonicWall Capture ATP and DPI-SSL
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